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Heaven On Earth Day Spa is
growing and offers you another
escape- hand picked pieces you
can shop in Aspen to make your
everyday experience feel and look
like a getaway.

This collection combines vacation,
street, and at-home style with soft,
easy, and comfortable pieces that
will be your go-to without
sacrificing style – all in one store. 

It's self-care you can wear.
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Read All About It!



BOHO STYLE DRESSES
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At its core, the bohemian chic
style is about being free — in
mind, body, and soul. A laid-back,
expressive essence characterizes
it.
 
This free-spirited, boho style
features unstructured silhouettes,
natural fabrics, and neutral and
warm shades for a fashion flair.
The best part? Boho style is all
about mixing these components
with comfort. Comfy and stylish.

SOPHISTICATED LOUNGEWEAR

Wearing loungewear lets you
prepare for whatever the day holds. 
It keeps you as comfy as your
pajamas, but you get to look a bit
more stylish and put together. 
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COOL WICKING SLEEPWEAR
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Stay cool day or night with the
Dagsmejan “Stay Cool” sleepwear.
This line is amazing for summer
when the temperatures outside
are hot, because it provides an
instant cooling feeling that lasts. 

Don’t just wear these as your
pajamas; they look so good, you
won’t just be sleeping in them,
you’ll be wearing them all day
long.

WEARABLE INTENTION
NECKLACES

What's your word? 
Let your necklace speak for
you! Charm necklaces that say - 
Aspen, exhale, mama love - what
will your word be?
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DINNER PARTY
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There’s always a dinner party to
go to, and Heaven On Earth has
the perfect, unique hostess gifts! 

I thoughtfully selected the best
brands and collections, like a
selection of luxury Votivo candles,
hand soaps, and other home
fragrances.

LOVE IS FUR-EVER
Don’t you just wish you could tell your cat
or dog how long you’ll be gone or find out
why they are behaving a certain way? 

Heaven on Earth has books that guide you
to meditate with your dog and cat, so now
you can. 
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